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対象にハドロン 
原子核が含まれる場合

交点
QCDに現れる現象と 
似た現象が別の系で 

起きる場合

中性子星は

原子核でできている

例:宇宙，天体物理例:カイラル磁気効果



なぜQCDと他の物理の交点が 
ありうるか？

他の物理が物性物理の場合
A. どちらも量子多体系の問題だから



真空が非自明な構造があることは 
場の理論が成立時から知られていた

真空は対称性の破れを起こすことも 
1960年代にはわかっていた



場の理論は， 
相対論を尊重した物性物理

真空 
= Lorentzt対称性の自明な量子数を持つ基底状態

物性物理の基底状態 
= 非自明量子数(密度が有限)を持つ基底状態



高温，高密度などの極限状態の研究 
=QCD物性

物性物理は多様なので 
なんかしら似たものは見つけられる



交点があるパターン
●対称性(トポロジー)が似る

●方程式が似る
同様の物理現象が生じる

全く違う物理系が結びつく
例: 川に垂らしたインクが流され広がる様子
株のオプションの適正価格

Balitsky-Kovchegov方程式
生物の個体数の変化の様子の数理モデル



長波長の物理現象は，普遍的

有効理論は，(実現した)対称性と 
破れた対称性で決まる



今日のトークでは， 
他の物理との交点ということで 
主に低エネルギー~長波長 

の振る舞いに現れる交点を考える



QCDの基礎復習



量子色力学(QCD)

自由度はクォークとグルーオン

陽子 中性子
クォーク

グルーオン
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SU(3)ゲージ理論

QCD ラグランジアン
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QED QCD
電子 クォーク粒子

spin 1/2

1つの電荷 3つの電荷

光子 グルーオンゲージ粒子

spin 1

電荷なし 8 つの電荷

電磁気に似ている



QED QCD

大きな違いがある

電荷  は観測量Q カラー は観測量ではないQa

電場と磁場は観測量 カラー電場， 
カラー磁場は観測できないE, B Ea, Ba
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結合定数のエネルギー依存性

結合定数

Gross Politzer Wilczek

短距離

2004
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QEDとQCDの違い
QED:クーロンポテンシャル QCD:閉じ込めポテンシャル
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自発的対称性の破れ

Yoichiro Nambu安定 安定

対称 対称

不
対称性が自発的に破れると質量を持たないモードが現れる

パイオンはカイラル対称性 の
自発的破れに伴う南部ゴールドストンボソン

SU(3)L × SU(3)R

2008



アノマリー
古典的な対称性は量子効果で陽に破れる

 は南部ゴールドストンの候補だが，
実際は，アノマリーで破れていて重たい
η′ 

mη′ 
/mπ0 ≃ 7.1

中性パイオンの2γへの崩壊は，素朴な計算に比べて大きい
γ

γ
π0
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簡単なまとめ

パイオンが軽い
MeV

●クォークグルーオンの閉じ込め
●カイラル対称性の自発的破れ

●アノマリー

QCDは非可換ゲージ理論としてユニークな性質を持つとともに
現代物理の基本的な概念が詰まった理論



QCDはこれらの概念が絶妙に
絡みあって多様な現象を引き起こす

カイラルアノマリー+自発的対称性の破れ
π0→γγ崩壊:

カイラル磁気効果
カイラルアノマリー + 有限温度密度+ パリティの破れ



交点



非自明な真空と基底状態
相対論的場の理論の
エネルギースペクトル

p

E

p

E
固体のバンド構造



絶縁体のフェルミエネルギー付近と真空は似た構造

E
電場をかけると粒子が生成

真空: Schwinger 機構

バンド絶縁体:絶縁破壊
Landau-Zenerトンネル



自発的対称性の破れ



自発的対称性の破れ:簡単な歴史(1900~)

Bloch (1930)スピン波の導入
Heisenberg (1928)Heisenberg模型

Bloch則

自発磁化

Ising模型
Ising (1925)

Magnetic domain理論 Weiss (1907)

Lenz (1920)

南部, Goldstone理論
BCS理論

Brout-Englert-Higgs 機構

Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer (’57)

超伝導発見 Onnes (1911)

Nambu(’60), Goldstone (61), 

Nambu, Jona-Lasinio (’61), 

Goldstone, Salam, Weinberg (’62).

Anderson(’62), Brout, Englert (’64), Higgs (’64),

Guralnik, Hagen, Kibble (’64), Migdal, Polyakov (’65)

(自発的対称性の破れ)

超伝導と南部-Goldstoneモード

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF01328601
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007%252FBF02980577
http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.4.380
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF02812722
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v122/i1/p345_1
http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.4.380


超伝導の有効理論
BCS理論

ハドロンの有効模型としての 
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio模型

Cooper pairの凝縮 クォーク反クォークの凝縮

ゲージ場がないと

ギャップレスな 
モードが現れる

光子がギャップを持つ
(対称性が自発的に破れる)

注意: 超伝導はゲージ対称性の自発的破れの発展に貢献したが
ゲージ対称性は厳密で破れていない. 
実はトポロジカル秩序を持った相



力学系でも似たような現象解析が知られている
リズム現象: 時間並進の破れ

Winfree, 蔵本,……

カイラル対称性の破れの有効理論 
カイラル摂動論

ℒ = f2
π tr∂μU†∂μU + ⋯ U = eiπ

位相が自由度

自由度として位相:位相縮約理論

Kuramoto model



変形核の回転バンド Tower of states

有限系では自発的対称性の破れは起きないこと 
に伴う低エネルギー励起

Shape transition 

spherical deformed 

Increasing neutrons 

Phonon 
excitation Rotational 

excitation 

Nuclear 
surface 
vibration 

EI ∝ I(I +1)
中務孝@日本物理学会第71回年次会(2016)

注:南部ゴールドストンモードではない

Lhuillier, Lecture notes (fall 2002) " Ecole de troisieme cycle de Suisse Romande”

M X 

Figure 2.3: Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the square lattice:
eigen-energies vs eigen-values of S2. The dashed-line is a guide to the eyes
for the QDJS of the symmetry breaking quantum Néel state (Eq. 2.13).
The dotted line joins the states associated to the first magnon. There is
one QDJS for each S (as expected for a collinear antiferromagnet): they are
k = 0 states, and k = (π,π) states, invariant in C4 rotations.
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正方格子上の反強磁性体



対称性の破れは 
対称性を創発する

破れてない真空 破れた真空

平らな所に巻き付く事が
できるのに対応した
対称性が創発

U(1)



カイラル対称性の破れで 
巻き付いた励起は， 
Skyrmionと呼ばれる

強磁性体でも 
磁気Skyrmionが存在

from wikipedia

π3(SU(N)R × SU(N)L /SU(N)V) = ℤ

π2(O(3)/O(2)) = ℤ
Skyrme 1962



BEC/BCS cross over

Quark-hadron continuity
Schafer and Wilczek, PRL 82 , 3956(1999) Hatsuda, Tachibana, Yamamoto, Baym, PRL 97 122001 (2006)

ハドロン相 CFL相

μB
バリオン ⇒ クォーク 
ベクターメソン ⇒ グルーオン励起:

Figure 3: Qualitative phase diagram of the BCS-BEC crossover as a function of temperature
T/EF and coupling 1/kFa, where kF is the Fermi momentum and a the scattering length
(based on the results of [27]). The pictures show schematically the evolution from the BCS
limit with large Cooper pairs to the BEC limit with tightly bound molecules. Unitarity
(1/kFa = 0) corresponds to strongly interacting pairs with size comparable to k

�1
F . The

pair-formation crossover scale T
⇤ diverges away from the transition temperature Tc below

which a condensate exists and the system is superfluid, as the attraction increases. The best
quantitative estimates of Tc and T

⇤ along with the question of the pseudogap at unitarity
are discussed in the text.

8

Randeria, Taylor, 1306.5785.

Experimental procedure
To create a strongly interacting Fermi gas, spin-polarized fermionic
6Li atoms were sympathetically cooled to degeneracy by 23Na atoms
in a magnetic trap24. The Fermi cloud was then loaded into an optical
dipole trap, and an 875G external magnetic field was applied. Here
a 50%/50% spin mixture of the two lowest hyperfine states of 6Li
was prepared. Between these two states, labelled j1l and j2l, there is a
300-G-wide Feshbach resonance located at 834 G (refs 25, 26).
Evaporative cooling (achieved by reducing the laser power)
accompanied by a magnetic field ramp to 766G on the BEC-side
of the resonance typically produced a BEC of 3 £ 106 molecules3.
Previous experiments studying the rotation of atomic BECs

employed magnetic traps operating at low bias fields27–31. Because
the Feshbach resonance in our system occurs between two high-field
seeking states that cannot be trapped magnetically, an optical dipole
trap operating at high magnetic bias fields was necessary. Our set-up
employed a trapping beam with a 1/e2 radius of 123 mm (wavelength
1,064 nm), radially confining the gas with a trap frequency of 59Hz at
a power of 145 mW. Axial confinement with trap frequency
n z ¼ 23Hz was provided by an applied magnetic field curvature
that decreased the radial trap frequency to n r ¼ 57Hz. The aspect
ratio of the trapwas 2.5. In this trap, at a field of 766G, condensates of
1 £ 106 molecules (the typical number in our experiment after
rotating the cloud) have Thomas–Fermi radii of about 45 mm radially
and 110 mm axially, a peak molecular density of 2.6 £ 1012 cm23, a
chemical potential of about 200 nK, and a characteristic microscopic
length scale of 1/kF < 0.3 mm. Here, the Fermi wavevector kF is
defined by the Fermi energy (EF) of a non-interacting two-state
mixture of 6Li atoms of mass m with total atom number N in a
harmonic trap of (geometric) mean frequency !q; EF ¼ " !qð3NÞ1=3 ;
"2k2F=2m: Throughout this Article we will estimate the interaction
parameter 1/k Fa using the average number of fermion pairs
N/2 ¼ 1 £ 106. Here, a is the scattering length between atoms in
states j1l and j2l: At a field of 766G, 1/kFa ¼ 1.3. Because this gas is
strongly interacting, it is difficult to extract a temperature from the
spatial profile. For weaker interactions (at 735G) the condensate
fraction was in excess of 80%, which would isentropically connect to
an ideal Fermi gas32 at T/T F ¼ 0.07. The BEC–BCS crossover
(1=kFjaj, 1) occurs in the region between 780G and 925G.
The trapped cloud was rotated about its long axis using a blue-

detuned laser beam (wavelength 532 nm)28,29,33. A two-axis acousto-
optic deflector generated a two-beam pattern (beam separation
d ¼ 60 mm, gaussian beam waist w ¼ 16 mm) that was rotated
symmetrically around the cloud at a variable angular frequency Q.

The two beams with 0.4mW power each produced a repulsive
potential of 125 nK for the 6Li cloud, creating a strongly anisotropic
potential. This method was first tested using a weakly interacting,
atomic BEC of 23Na in the stretched upper hyperfine state in an
optical trap with n r ¼ 60Hz, n z ¼ 23Hz. Fully equilibrated lattices
of up to 80 vortices were observed. The vortex number decayedwith a
1/e lifetime of 4.2 ^ 0.2 s, while the atom number decayed, owing to
three-body losses and evaporation, with a lifetime of 8.8 ^ 0.4 s. The
roundness of the optical trap and its alignment with both the optical
stirrer and the axes of the magnetic potential were critical. Any
deviation from cylindrical symmetry owing to misalignment, optical
aberrations, or gravity rapidly damped the rotation. The generation
of vortices in sodium was comparatively forgiving, and had to be
optimized before vortices in 6Li2 could be observed.

Observation of vortex lattices
In experiments with 6Li close to the Feshbach resonance, the
interaction strength between atoms in states j1l and j2l can be freely
tuned via the magnetic field. Thus, it is possible to choose different
magnetic fields to optimize the three steps involved in the creation of
a vortex lattice: stirring of the cloud (for 800ms at a typical stirring
frequency of 45Hz), the subsequent equilibration (typically 500ms)
and time-of-flight expansion for imaging. To stay close to the

Figure 2 | Vortices in a strongly interacting gas of fermionic atoms on the
BEC- and the BCS-side of the Feshbach resonance. At the given field, the
cloud of lithium atoms was stirred for 300ms (a) or 500ms (b–h) followed
by an equilibration time of 500ms. After 2ms of ballistic expansion, the

magnetic field was ramped to 735G for imaging (see text for details). The
magnetic fields were 740G (a), 766G (b), 792G (c), 812G (d), 833G (e),
843G (f), 853G (g) and 863G (h). The field of view of each image is
880mm £ 880mm.

Figure 3 | Optimized vortex lattices in the BEC–BCS crossover. After a
vortex lattice was created at 812 G, the field was ramped in 100ms to 792G
(BEC-side), 833G (resonance) and 853G (BCS-side), where the cloud was
held for 50ms. After 2ms of ballistic expansion, the magnetic field was
ramped to 735G for imaging (see text for details). The field of view of each
image is 880mm £ 880mm.
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重イオン衝突の物理と物性物理の交点
RHICやLHCで 

生成されたとされるQGPは 
完全流体に近い

unitary Fermi gasも 
完全流体の振る舞い
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Ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy atomic nuclei produce an 
extremely hot and dense phase of matter, known as quark–
gluon plasma (QGP), which behaves like a near-perfect fluid 
with the smallest specific shear viscosity—the ratio of the 
shear viscosity to the entropy density—of any known sub-
stance1. Due to its transience (lifetime!~!10−23!s) and micro-
scopic size (10−14!m), the QGP cannot be observed directly, 
but only through the particles it emits; however, its character-
istics can be inferred by matching the output of computational 
collision models to experimental observations. Previous work, 
using viscous relativistic hydrodynamics to simulate QGP, 
has achieved semiquantitative constraints on key physical 
properties, such as its specific shear and bulk viscosity, but 
with large, poorly defined uncertainties2–8. Here, we present 
the most precise estimates so far of QGP properties, includ-
ing their quantitative uncertainties. By applying established 
Bayesian parameter estimation methods9 to a dynamical colli-
sion model and a wide variety of experimental data, we extract 
estimates of the temperature-dependent specific shear and 
bulk viscosity simultaneously with related initial-condition 
properties. The method is extensible to other collision models 
and experimental data and may be used to characterize addi-
tional aspects of high-energy nuclear collisions.

In normal matter, quarks and gluons are bound by the strong 
force into composite particles known as hadrons, such as protons 
and neutrons. At extreme temperature and density, discrete had-
rons transform into a fluid-like medium of deconfined quarks 
and gluons called the QGP. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), 
the theory of the strong interaction, predicts that this transforma-
tion is a smooth crossover10 located at pseudocritical temperature 
Tc = 156.5 ± 1.5 MeV. Such temperatures—about 2 × 1012 K, over 
100,000 times hotter than the core of the Sun—materialized in the 
early Universe, moments after the Big Bang (t ! 1

I
 s).

Currently, two particle accelerator facilities, the Relativistic 
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), 
collide heavy nuclei with sufficient energy to create transient 
droplets of QGP. A single heavy-ion collision event can produce 
tens of thousands of particles, whose associated raw data are then 
reduced into observable quantities, such as particle multiplici-
ties and distributions of the magnitude of transverse momentum 
(pT ¼ ðp2x þ p2yÞ

1=2

I
). Another important measurement is the dis-

tribution of the azimuthal angle of transverse momentum, which 
often exhibits large azimuthal anisotropy. This is driven by spatial 
anisotropy in the initial collision geometry, which is converted to 
final-state momentum anisotropy by the hydrodynamic evolution 
of the medium. The observed momentum anisotropy, quantified by 
flow (Fourier) coefficients11,12 vn, is considered to be key evidence 
of collective flow in heavy-ion collisions13. (Similar behaviour has 
also been observed in ultracold quantum gases14 with comparable 

initial geometry, and is regarded as a general feature of strongly 
interacting systems.) The efficiency of the initial-state to final-state 
conversion depends strongly on the shear viscosity of the medium, 
typically expressed as the specific shear viscosity η/s, that is, the 
dimensionless ratio to the entropy density in natural units; larger 
η/s suppresses collective flow and reduces the vn. Previous work2–8 
has estimated η/s by matching the output of hydrodynamic model 
calculations to experimental observations of elliptic flow v2, trian-
gular flow v3 and other flow observables.

Computational collision models generally follow a multistage 
approach, mimicking the true stages of heavy-ion collisions15: 
after a brief pre-equilibrium stage of approximate duration 1 fm c–1 
(≈3.3 × 10−24 s, the time it takes light to travel 1 fm = 10−15 m) at the 
onset of the collision, the system equilibrates into QGP and begins 
to expand hydrodynamically. A viscous relativistic hydrodynamics 
model is used to calculate the spacetime evolution of the QGP and 
its transition to a hadron fluid at Tc, followed by a Boltzmann trans-
port model simulating the later reaction stages. The virtual particles 
that are output by the transport model are then used to compute 
observables analogously to experimental methods.

In this work, we apply Bayesian parameter estimation methods  
to determine fundamental properties of the QGP, including its 

Bayesian estimation of the specific shear and bulk 
viscosity of quark–gluon plasma
Jonah E. Bernhard! !*, J. Scott Moreland! ! and Steffen A. Bass! !
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Fig. 1 | Estimated temperature-dependent specific shear viscosity of the  
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The measurement of the viscosity is of par-
ticular interest in the context of a recent con-
jecture, derived using string theory methods, that
defines a perfect normal fluid (12). An example
of a nearly perfect fluid is the quark-gluon plas-
ma produced in gold ion collisions, which ex-
hibits almost perfect frictionless flow and is thought
to be a good approximation to the state of matter
that existed microseconds after the Big Bang
(13). The conjecture states that the ratio of the
shear viscosity h to the entropy density s has a
universal minimum, h/s ≥ ħ/(4pkB), where ħ is
Planck’s constant h divided by 2p and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. This ratio is experimentally
accessible in a trapped unitary Fermi gas, in which
the entropy has beenmeasured both globally (6, 9)
and locally (10, 11) and the viscosity can be de-
termined fromhydrodynamic experiments (14–17),
so that the predicted minimum ratio can be
directly compared with that from Fermi gas ex-
periments (16, 17).

In a Fermi gas, the h/s ratio for the normal
fluid is expected to reach a minimum just above
the superfluid transition temperature (16). This
can be understood by using dimensional analysis.
Shear viscosity has units of momentum per area.
For a unitary gas, the natural momentum is the
relative momentum ħ k of a colliding pair of par-
ticles, whereas the natural area is the resonant
s-wave collision cross section, 4p/k2 (18). Thus,
h º ħ k3. At temperatures well below the Fermi
temperature at which degeneracy occurs, the Fermi
momentum sets the scale so that k ≅ 1/L, where L
is the interparticle spacing. Then, hº ħ /L3, and
h º ħ n. For a normal fluid above the critical
temperature, the scale of entropy density s ≅ n kB,
so that h/s ≅ ħ /kB. For much higher temperatures
above the Fermi temperature, one expects that ħ k
is comparable with the thermal momentum
pT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mkBT

p
, giving the scale h º pT

3/ħ2 1º
T3/2/ħ2.

To properly measure the shear viscosity with
high precision over a wide temperature range, we
used universal hydrodynamic equations, which
contain both the friction force and the heating
rate, to extract the viscosity from two experiments,
one for each of two temperature ranges. For mea-
surement at high temperatures, we observed the
expansion dynamics of a unitary Fermi gas after
release from a deep optical trap and demonstrated
the predicted universal T 3/2 temperature scaling.
For measurement at low temperatures, we used
the damping rate of the radial breathing mode,
using the raw cloud profiles from our previous
work (19). The smooth joining of the data from
the two measurement methods when heating is
included (20), and the discontinuity of the data
when heating is excluded, demonstrates the im-
portance of including the heating as well as the
friction force in the universal hydrodynamic
analysis.

The experiments employ a 50-50 mixture
of the two lowest hyperfine states of 6Li, which
was magnetically tuned to a broad Feshbach res-
onance and cooled by means of evaporation in

the optical trap. The initial energy per particle E
is measured from the trapped cloud profile (20).

In the high-temperature regime, the total
energy of the gas E is larger than 2EF, well above
the critical energy Ec < 0.8EF for the superfluid
transition (9–11). In this case, the density pro-
file is well fit by a Gaussian, n(x,y,z,t) = n0(t)
exp(−x2/sx2−y2/sy2−z2/sz2), where si(t) is a time-
dependent width, n0(t)=N/(p

3/2sxsysz) is the cen-
tral density, and N is the total number of atoms.

The aspect ratio sx(t)/sz(t) was measured as a
function of time after release so as to characterize
the hydrodynamics, for different energies E
between 2.3EF and 4.6EF (Fig. 1). We also took
expansion data at one low-energy pointE= 0.6EF,
where the viscosity is small as compared with
that obtained at higher temperatures and the den-
sity profile is approximately a zero-temperature
Thomas-Fermi distribution. The black curve in

Fig. 1 shows the fit for zero viscosity and no free
parameters. To obtain a high signal-to-background
ratio, wemeasured the aspect ratio only up to 1.4.
For comparison, the green dashed curve in
Fig. 1 shows the prediction for a ballistic gas.

We determined the shear viscosity h by using
a hydrodynamic description of the velocity field
v(x,t) in terms of the scalar pressure and the shear
viscosity pressure tensor,

mð∂t þ v ˙ ∇Þvi ¼ fi þ ∑
j

∂jðh sijÞ
n

ð1Þ

where f = −∇P/n is the force per particle arising
from the scalar pressure P and m is the atom
mass. For a unitary gas, the bulk viscosity is pre-
dicted to vanish in the normal fluid (21, 22), so
we did not include it in the analysis for the ex-
pansion. The second term on the right describes
the friction forces arising from the shear viscos-
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Fig. 1. Anisotropic expansion. (A)
Cloud absorption images for 0.2,
0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 ms expansion
time; E = 2.3EF. (B) Aspect ratio
versus time. The expansion rate
decreases at higher energy as the
viscosity increases. Solid curves indi-
cate hydrodynamic theory, with the
viscosity as the fit parameter. Error
bars denote statistical fluctuations in
the aspect ratio.

Fig. 2. Trap-averaged viscosity
coefficient a = ∫d3x h=(ħN) versus
initial energy per atom. Blue
circles indicate breathing-mode
measurements; red squares indi-
cate anisotropic expansion mea-
surements. Bars denote statistical
error arising from the uncertainty
in E and the cloud dimensions.
(Inset) a versus reduced temper-
ature q0 at the trap center before
release of the cloud. The blue curve
shows the fit a0 = a3/2 q0

3/2,
demonstrating the predicted uni-
versal high-temperature scaling.
Bars denote statistical error arising
from the uncertainty in q0 and a.
A 3% systematic uncertainty in EF
and 7% in q0 arises from the sys-
tematic uncertainty in the abso-
lute atom number (20).
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ity, where sij = ∂vi/∂xj + ∂vj/∂xi − 2dij∇ · v/3 is
symmetric and traceless.

For a unitary gas, the evolution equation for
the pressure takes a simple form because P = 2E/3
(23, 24), where E is the local energy density (sum
of the kinetic and interaction energy). Then, en-
ergy conservation and Eq. 1 implies (∂t + v · ∇ +
5∇ · v/3)P= 2 ·q̇/3. Here, the heating rate per unit
volume times q̇ = hsij

2/2 arises from friction from
the relative motion of neighboring volume ele-
ments. To express this in terms of the force per
particle ( fi ), we differentiated this equation for P
with respect to xi and used the continuity equa-
tion for the density to obtain

∂t þ v ˙ ∇þ 2
3
∇ ˙ v

! "
fi þ

∑
j
ð∂ivjÞfj −

5
3
ð∂i∇⋅vÞ

P
n

¼ −
2
3
∂iq̇
n

ð2Þ

Force balance in the trapping potential Utrap(x),
just before release of the cloud, determines the
initial condition fi(0) = ∂iUtrap(x).

These hydrodynamic equations include both
the force and the heating arising from viscosity.
The solution is greatly simplified when the cloud
is released from a deep, nearly harmonic trapping
potential Utrap because fi(0) is then linear in the
spatial coordinate. If we neglect viscosity, the force
per particle and hence the velocity field remain
linear functions of the spatial coordinates as the
cloud expands. Thus, ∂i(∇ · v) = 0, and the pres-
sure P does not appear in Eq. 2. Through nu-
merical integration (25), we found that nonlinearities
in the velocity field are very small, even if the
viscosity is not zero, because dissipative forces
tend to restore a linear flow profile. Hence, the
evolution Eqs. 1 and 2 are only weakly de-
pendent on the precise initial spatial profile of P
and independent of the detailed thermodynamic
properties.

We therefore assumed that the velocity field is
exactly linear in the spatial coordinates. We took
fi = ai(t)xi and si(t) = bi(t)si(0); the density

changes by a scale transformation (26), where cur-
rent conservation then requires vi = xibi(t)/bi(t).

In general, the viscosity takes the universal
form h = a(q)ħn, where q is the local reduced
temperature and h→ 0 in the low-density region
of the cloud (20, 27). Using the measured trap
frequencies, and Eqs. 1 and 2, the aspect ratio
data are fit to determine the trap-averaged vis-
cosity parameter, ā = (1/Nħ)∫d3x h(x,t), which
arises naturally independent of the spatial profile
of and is equivalent to assuming h. Because q has
a zero convective derivative everywhere (in the
zeroth-order adiabatic approximation) and the
number of atoms in a volume element is con-
served along a stream tube, ā is a constant that
can be compared with predictions for the trapped
cloud before release.

As shown in Fig. 1, the expansion data are
very well fit over the range of energies studied,
using ā as the only free parameter. We found that
the friction force produces a curvature that
matches the aspect ratio–versus-time data, where-
as the indirect effect of heating is important in
increasing the outward force, which increases the
fitted ā by a factor of ≅2, as compared with that
obtained when heating is omitted (20).

Formeasurements at low temperatures, where
the viscosity is small, we determined ā from the
damping rate of the radial breathing mode (19).
For the breathing mode, the cloud radii change by
a scale transformation of the form bi = 1 + ėi, with
ei << 1, and the heating rate in Eq. 2 isºėi

2, which
is negligible. Hence, the force per particle evolves
adiabatically. Adding the trapping force to Eq. 1,
one obtains the damping rate 1/t = ħ ā/(3m〈x2〉)
(20, 28).

The fitted viscosity coefficients ā for the
entire energy range are shown in Fig. 2, which
can be used to test predictions (29–31). Despite
the large values of ā at the higher energies, the
viscosity causes only a moderate perturbation to
the adiabatic expansion, as shown by the ex-
pansion data and the fits in Fig. 1. The breathing
mode data and expansion data smoothly join,
provided that the heating rate is included in the

analysis. In contrast, omitting the heating rate
produces a discontinuity between the high- and
low-temperature viscosity data (20). The agree-
ment between these very different measurements
when heating is included shows that hydrody-
namics in the universal regime is well described
by Eqs. 1 and 2.

To test the prediction of the T 3/2 temperature
scaling in the high-temperature regime, we as-
sumed that h relaxes to the equilibrium value in
the center of the trap but vanishes in the low-
density region so that ā is well defined. This
behavior is predicted by kinetic theory (27). We
expect that ā ≅ a0, where h0 = a0 ħ n0 is the
viscosity at the trap center before release. At high
temperatures (15),

a0 ¼ a3=2 q
3=2
0 ð3Þ

where a3/2 is a universal coefficient. Because q
has a zero convective derivative everywhere (in
the zeroth-order adiabatic approximation), q0 at
the trap center has a zero time derivative, and a0
is therefore constant, as is ā.

The inset in Fig. 2 shows the high-temperature
(expansion) data for ā versus the initial reduced
temperature at the trap center, q0. Here, q0 =
T0/TF(n0) = (T0/TFI)(nI/n0)

2/3. The local Fermi
temperature TF(n0) = ħ2(3p2n0)2/3/(2mkB), and
TFI = EF /kB = TF (nI) is the ideal gas Fermi
temperature at the trap center. nI is the ideal gas
central density for a zero-temperature Thomas-Fermi
distribution. We used (nI/n0)

2/3 = 4(s2z/s
2
Fz)/p

1/3

and obtained the initial T0/TFI from the cloud
profile (20).

The excellent fit of Eq. 3 to the data (Fig. 2,
inset) demonstrates that at high temperature, the
viscosity coefficient very well obeys the q0

3/2

scaling, which is in agreement with predictions
(15). Eq. 3 predicts that a0 scales nearly as E3

because q0 º T0/n0
2/3 º E2. This explains

the factor of ≅10 increase in the viscosity co-
efficients as the initial energy is increased from
E = 2.3EF to E = 4.6EF.

A precise comparison between the viscosity
data and theory requires calculation of the trap-
average ā from the local shear viscosity, where
the relation is tightly constrained by the observed
T 3/2 scaling. Our simple approximation ā ≅ a0
yields a3/2 = 3.4(0.03), where 0.03 is the sta-
tistical error from the fit. A better estimate based
on a relaxation model (29) shows that ā = 1.3 a0
at high T, yielding a3/2 = 2.6. At sufficiently high
temperature, the mean free path becomes longer
than the interparticle spacing because the unitary
collision cross section decreases with increasing
energy. In this limit, a two-body Boltzmann equa-
tion description of the viscosity is valid. For a
Fermi gas in a 50-50 mixture of two spin states, a
variational calculation (15) yields a3/2 = 45p3/2/
(64

ffiffiffi
2

p
) = 2.77, which is in reasonable agreement

with the fitted values.
Lastly, Fig. 3 shows an estimate of the ratio of

h/s = aħn/s = (ħ/kB)a/(s/nkB) ≅ (ħ/kB) ā/S, where
S is the average entropy per particle of the
trapped gas in units of kB.We obtain S in the low-

Fig. 3. Estimated ratio of the
shear viscosity to the entropy den-
sity. Blue circles indicate breathing-
mode measurements; red squares
indicate anisotropic expansion mea-
surements. (Inset) The red dashed
line denotes the string theory limit.
Bars denote statistical error arising
from the uncertainty in E, a, and
S (20).
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Abstract  The study of quark-gluon plasma state in high energy heavy ion collisions is quite complicated as the system is 
dynamical. But still some detectable signals are present with are very helpful to understand this high energy phenomena. The 
measurement of elliptic flow is one of those experimentally measured variables. One of the major experimental evidence for 
the existence of thermalized system is the large anisotropic flow of hadrons. The anisotropic flow is the anisotropy of the 
particle azimuthal distribution in the momentum space with respect to the reaction plane and supposed to be sensitive to the 
extent of thermalization of the system immediately after the collision. The various hadron yield with respect to the reaction 
plane is characterized by Fourier expansion as the thermalised system behave like ideal fluid and the elliptic flow is defined 
by the second Fourier coefficient (𝒗𝟐). The theoretical calculations matches with the experimental observations well when 
the event by event fluctuations are considered for the measurement of flow and the Monte Carlo Glauber models are very 
much helpful to evaluate initial stage parameters. 

Keywords  Heavy ion collisions, Anisotropic flow, Monte carlo glauber models 

 

1. Introduction 
In relativistic heavy ion collisions a large amount of 

energy is dumped into a very small volume, when the two 
heavy nuclei collide, and the observation of these collisions 
at Alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) at BNL and the 
super proton synchrotron at CERN have been recorded for 
different energy ranges and from light to heavy nuclei. These 
collisions are pictured with various stages in between the 
initial stage and the end point, with particles observed in the 
detectors around the collision points, and many detectable 
signals and experimental observables are recorded at these 
stages. When the Lorentz contracted nuclei pass through 
each other, the vacuum left behind is filled with a colour field, 
indicates the attraction of the two nuclei and the energy of 
the colour field leads to the production of matter and 
anti-matter. 

The impact parameter roughly defines the nuclei 
participating in a collision (𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡  ), the number of binary 
collisions occurring (𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 ) and about the distribution of 
initial energy density in the collision region. The small 
impact parameter collisions are defined as the central 
collisions and the collisions with large value of impact 
parameter are called peripheral collisions. 

With the other detectable signals of the initial stage of 
heavy ion collisions one of the important signal is the 
elliptic-flow. After the initial binary collisions the  
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interacting system reaches to a local thermal equilibrium, 
and the pressure gradients arise. The pressure gradients are 
steeper along the direction of impact parameter and lead to 
anisotropic momentum distribution of particles which is 
defined as elliptic flow.  

 

Figure 1.  Left: Schematic of the collision zone between two incoming 
nuclei and x-z is the reaction plane. Right: Initial-state anisotropy in the 
collision zone converting into final-state elliptic flow, measured as 
anisotropy in particle momentum 

The yield of various hadrons with respect to the reaction 
plane can be characterized by Fourier expansion, where the 
different coefficients measure different anisotropies present 
in the system. The first coefficient is known as the directed 
flow (𝑣1), and the second one is defined as elliptic flow (𝑣2). 

Further the partonic matter of system is converted into 
hadrons as the collision medium expands and cools down. 
These hadrons initially go through inelastic collisions. As the 
system keeps cooling down further, below a certain 
temperature inelastic collisions between hadrons stop and in 
this state different particle yields is completely defined. This 
stage is called Chemical freeze-out. Further expansion and 
cooling of system leads to the elastic collisions of hadrons, 
and a situation comes, when the produced particle stop 
colliding called Kinetic freeze-out. 
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(1+1)のWeylフェルミン
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電場

例

粒子が湧いた
化学ポテンシャルの 
置き換えると 

カイラル磁気効果に 
対応した現象



ちなみに格子系では，運動量空間がコンパクト

アノマリーはない
格子系ではカイラルなフェルミオンは作れない

Nielsen-Ninomiyaの定理



Dirac/Weyl半金属

ex) TaAs

Xu, et al, Science. 349: 613‒617(2015)

Dirac/Weyl点を持つ物質
 

 

Fig. 1. Crystal structure and electronic structure of TaAs. (A) Body-centred tetragonal 

structure of TaAs, shown as stacked Ta and As layers. The lattice of TaAs does not have space 

inversion symmetry. (B) STM topographic image of TaAs's (001) surface taken at the bias 

voltage -300 mV, revealing the surface lattice constant. (C) First-principles band structure 

calculations of TaAs without spin-orbit coupling. The blue box highlights the locations where 

bulk bands touch in the BZ. (D) Illustration of the simplest Weyl semimetal state that has two 

Souma, et al, Phys. Rev. B 93, 161112 (2016)

 NbP
Xu, et al, Science. 349: 613‒617(2015)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic picture of the Dirac-cone and Fermi-arc surface states at opposite surfaces of 3D topological
insulator (top) and WSM (bottom), respectively. (b) Left: crystal structure of NbP with two possible cleaving planes (arrows).
Right: side view of crystal structure with Nb- and P-terminated planes at the top and bottom, respectively. (c) Bulk and
surface BZs of NbP. Green shaded area is a mirror plane which is projected onto the Γ̄X̄ line, and red and green dots highlight
the Weyl nodes for W1 and W2. (d), (e) Calculated bulk-band dispersion along cuts crossing W1 and W2, respectively. (f), (g)
ARPES spectrum in a wide energy region measured at hν = 200 eV for the Nb- and P-terminated surfaces, respectively. (h),
(i) ARPES intensity along the Γ̄X̄ cut for the Nb- and P-terminated surfaces, respectively, obtained by taking second derivative
of the EDCs. (j), (k) Calculated band structure for the slab of 7-unit-cell NbP, for Nb- and P-terminated surfaces, respectively.
Radius of circles represents surface spectral weight. Projection of bulk bands is shown by yellow shade. Gray shaded area in
(j) and (k) is outside of the experimental band plots in (h) and (i).

eV at UVSOR. The energy and angular resolution were
set at 10-30 meV and 0.2◦, respectively. Samples were
cleaved in-situ along (001) crystal plane in an ultrahigh
vacuum of 1×10−10 Torr. A shiny mirror-like surface was
obtained after cleaving the samples, confirming its high
quality.

Electronic band-structure calculations were carried out
by means of a first-principles density-functional-theory
approach using projector augmented wave method imple-
mented in Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).
The spin-orbit coupling was included self-consistently.
For the slab calculations, we have chosen 7-unit-cell (56-
layer) slab of NbP and adopted a periodic slab model
with 7-layers-thick vacuum layer. To keep charge neu-
trality, top and bottom surfaces were terminated by the
Nb and P atoms, respectively (this situation is identi-
cal to the experiment). We have calculated the weight
of the wave function for the outermost 8 layers in the
band-dispersion plots as well as the Fermi-surface plots
to highlight the surface contribution.

We have carried out the bulk-band calculations, and
confirmed that NbP is a WSM with two kinds of Weyl
node pairs W1 and W2 [20, 21, 32] located near and away
from the X̄ point of the surface BZ, respectively [see Fig.
1(c)]. The Weyl-cone-like dispersion can be seen from
the bulk bands in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) calculated along
cuts crossing W1 or W2.

At first we explain how to distinguish the Nb- and P-
terminated surfaces. NbP crystal has two possible cleav-
ing planes as indicated by broken or filled arrows in Fig.
1(b). Among these, the cleave occurs easier by breaking
two Nb-P bonds per unit cell (orange line) [24, 25, 32],

rather than by breaking four bonds (gray dashed line),
as supported by our calculations in which the slab with
four-fold coordinated surface is 2.5 eV per unit cell more
stable than that with two-fold coordination. Therefore,
when we cleave the surface with [001] axis directed up-
ward like in Fig. 1(b), the Nb-terminated (001) sur-
face must always appear. This in return indicates that
the other side of the crystal, i.e. (001̄) surface, is P-
terminated. Such two terminations do not coexist on a
single cleaved surface as long as the crystal is composed
of a single domain. We accumulated the ARPES data for
many cleaves, and confirmed that the obtained data are
always classified into two categories attributed either to
the Nb-terminated (001) or the P-terminated (001̄) sur-
face, consistent with the presence of easy cleaving plane.
In addition, photoelectron signals from the Nb- and P-
terminated surfaces were found to never mix with each
other, indicating that our single crystals are indeed of
single domain.

Figures 1(f) and 1(g) show the energy distribution
curve (EDC) of NbP for the Nb- and P-terminated sur-
faces, respectively, measured with hν = 200 eV. In both
surfaces, one can recognize a sharp feature at the binding
energy EB of ∼130 eV, which is attributed to the P 2p
core levels. At EB = 32 eV, we observe another peak
originating from the Nb 4p core levels (inset). When we
normalize the intensity of the Nb 4p states with respect
to that of P 2p, the Nb-4p intensity for the P-terminated
surface is much weaker than that for the Nb-terminated
surface. We found that the difference in the core-level
spectra is accompanied by a change in the band disper-
sion near EF. Figures 1(h) and 1(i) display a comparison



カイラル磁気効果 in cond-mat.
Q Li, et al, Nature Physics 12, 550-554 (2016)

FIG. 2: Magnetoresistance in field parallel to current ( ~B k a) in ZrTe5. (a) MR at various

temperatures. For clarity, the resistivity curves were shifted by 1.5 m⌦cm (150 K), 0.9 m⌦cm

(100 K), 0.2 m⌦cm (70 K) and �0.2 m⌦cm (5 K). (b) MR at 20K (red symbols) fitted with the

CME curve (blue line); inset: temperature dependence of the fitting parameter a(T ) in units of

S/(cm T2).

observed resistivity can be fitted with a simple quadratic term (Supplementary materials,

Fig. S1). This term is treated as a background and subtracted from the parallel field

component for all MR curves recorded at T  100 K.

A negative MR is observed for T  100 K, increasing in magnitude as temperature

decreases. We found that the magnetic field dependence of the negative MR can be nicely

fitted with the CME contribution to the electrical conductivity, given by �CME = �0 +

a(T )B2, where �0 represents the zero field conductivity. The fitting is illustrated in Fig.

2(b) for T = 20 K, with an excellent agreement between the data and the CME fitting

curve. At 4 Tesla, the CME conductivity is about the same as the zero-field conductivity.

At 9T, the CME contribution increases by ⇠ 400%, resulting in a negative MR that is

much stronger than any conventional one reported at an equivalent magnetic field in a

non-magnetic material.

At very low field, the data show a small cusp-like feature. The origin of this feature is not

completely understood, but it probably indicates some form of anti-localization coming from

the perpendicular ( ~B k b) component. Inset in Fig. 2(b) shows the temperature dependence

of the fitting parameter a(T ), which decreases with temperature faster than 1/T , again

consistent with the CME.
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最近の潮流(ここ10年くらい)

物性のトポロジカル相

対称性に保護された 
トポロジカル相や 
トポロジカル秩序の 

理解の進展

トポロジカル絶縁体の発見 場の理論で知られていた 
現象の理解の深化 
及び新しい見方の進展



対称性に守られたトポロジカル(SPT)相

バルク エッジ
絶縁体 金属

アノマリーを持つエッジ理論

トポロジカル絶縁体，より一般には



トポロジカル絶縁体
相対論的場の理論の
エネルギースペクトル

p

E

p

E
固体のバンド構造

ギャップ付近は似ている



トポロジカル絶縁体の分類

どんなギャップの 
パターンがあり得るか？

時間反転， 
カイラル対称性， 

荷電共役対称性などを 
課して分類

フェルミオンの分類
Dirac, Majorana, Weyl 
などの分類に対応



例: (d+1)次元Dirac フェルミオン

p

E

ℒ = ψ(iγμ∂μ + m)ψ ℒ = ψ(iγμ∂μ − m)ψと

p

E

は
同じスペクトル

実はこの2つは異なるというのが 
トポロジカル絶縁体の発見

を実に保ったままこの2つはつながらないm



Lattice QCDで使われる 
Domain wallフェルミオン

ℒ = ψ̄(iγμ∂μ + iγ5∂5 + m(z))ψ

m(z) ={m for z > 0
−m for z < 0

z

m(z)
カイラル 
フェルミオンが 

に局在z = 0

Lattice fermionの指数などの理解の深化
Fukaya, Kawai, Matsuki, Mori, Nakayama, Onogi, Yamaguchi (2020),….



アノマリーが満たすべき条件式 
=Wess-Zumino 無矛盾条件

テクニカルな話として，

Wess-Zumino 無矛盾条件の解は， 
1次元高い時空のChern-Simons作用を用いて 

書けることが知られている

5次元の 
Chern-Simon作用

4次元のアノマリー

SPT相 表面のアノマリー



SPT相とアノマリー

バルクエッジ対応 アノマリーインフロー機構

バルク エッジ
絶縁体 金属

アノマリーを持つエッジ理論
絶縁体

バルクのトポロジカル不変量と 
エッジの不変量が一致

バルクのトポロジカル不変量が 
エッジのアノマリーをキャンセル

逆に現代的なアノマリーはSPT相を使って定義



トポロジカル秩序を持った物質
空間のトポロジーに応じて基底状態が縮退
フェルミオンでもボソンでもない状態が現れる

例:分数量子ホール系

Figure from Nobelprize.org

基底状態が縮退縮退なし

空間のトポロジーに依存した基底状態

磁場 B

http://nobelprize.org


トポロジカル秩序
トポロジカル秩序の特徴づけ

● 基底状態の縮退
● エニオン統計
● 長距離エンタングルメント
● 局所的な摂動に対する安定性

典型的なトポロジカル秩序は渦糸や 
ドメインウォールなど広がりを 
持った物体の対称性の破れと関係

Gaiotto,  Kapustin,  Seiberg, Willett, JHEP 1502 (2015) 172



物性のSPT相の理解の 
進展と共にトポロジカル秩
序の理解も深まってきた

普通の超伝導相は 
トポロジカル秩序を持った状態 

(ゲージ対称性の破れた相ではない)

ゲージ理論の相構造の 
理解の進展
閉じ込め 
非閉じ込め 
クーロン相など

高密度QCDの相構造の見直し
クォークハドロン連続性は成り立つ？

cf. Alford, Baym, Fukushima, Hatsuda, Tachibana, Phys. Rev. D 99, 036004 (2019)
Chatterjee, Nitta, Yasui , Phys. Rev. D99, 034001 (2019)

Cherman, Sen, Yaffe, PRD 100, 034015 (2019)
Hirono, Tanizaki, PRL 122, 212001 (2019)



まとめ
QCDも物性物理も量子多体系

これまでの多くの交点は， 
長波長の物理の普遍性によるものが多い

格子構造のような短波長の物理の 
他分野との交点はどのようなものがあり得るか？


